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6-2, Attached elementary school of Jue, 2012. 

 

Lesson of Statistics  

 

Students announced various experiences with seminatural area, and 

discussed with classmates about problems of seminatural area. 

Depopulation of seminatural area was one of topics in the discussion.  

 

The topic of depopulation developed into the students' mathematical 

activities. When students became sixth graders, the teacher took up this 

problem of decrease of population in lessons of elementary mathematics. 

The teacher practiced those lessons in a unit that treated statistical idea. 

 

The six graders investigated the transition of the population of "Uragawara" 

that was seminatural area they had visited. A student Ryuji made the 

following tables, and analyzed the transition of population of "Uragawara". 

 

year Population of 

"Uragawara" 

variations 

1950 7955  

1960 7142 -813 

1970 5810 -1332 

1980 4980 -830 

1990 4526 -454 

2000 4202 -324 

2010 3769 -433 

 

Students estimated population of future "Uragawara" using this table. 

Students calculated that 4186 people had decreased in population of 

"Uragawara" between 1950 and 2010. And then, they said “About 700 

people every ten years decrease because 4180 people of "Uragawara" 

decreased in 60 years. ” They calculated 3800÷700=5.4, and insisted that 

the population of "Uragawara" become 0 after about 60 years from 2010. 
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Emi paid attention to the decrease about 70 people every year in 

"Uragawara". Emi presented expression 70× x=3800. Emi said "we can 

calculate when the population of "Uragawara" becomes 0 accurately, if this 

70 is used." Students calculated that the population of "Uragawara" became 

0 after 55 years. 

 

On the other hand, a student Takuya said “It is not correct that the 

population of "Uragawara" considers that a constant number of people 

decreases every year.” Takuya found older data, and made it the following 

tables. 

 

year Population of 

"Uragawara" 

variations 

1930 6757  

1940 6845 +88 

1950 7955 +1110 

1960 7142 -813 

1970 5810 -1332 

1980 4980 -830 

1990 4526 -454 

2000 4202 -324 

2010 3769 -433 

 

 

Takuya said “When the population from 1930 to 2010 is examined, 371 

people have decreased on the average every ten years. About 37 people 

decrease on the average every year.”  

 

Students drew a graph with data of this table. 
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Syuta insisted “We should not use the former data because it is from 1950 

that the population of "Uragawara" decreased.”   

 

After all, students agreed to Emi's idea. However, students said as follows: 

“Is this true?” 

“Really, is this area lost?” 

“The population might not become 0, if cooperating in everyone.” 

“Who should cooperate like any?” 

“Let's advertise "Uragawara" to urban persons. A lot of people will come to 

"Uragawara" for sightseeing.” 

 

Thus, students took interest to topic concerning ESD again. We can bring 

the concept of ESD into elementary arithmetic by relating “Period for 

Integrated Study” and elementary mathematics.  

 


